DARSWeb Student: How to Run a Degree Audit Report
Step 1. Find BuckeyeLink on the Web (http://buckeyelink.osu.edu/)
Step 2. Scroll down and select “Degree Audit Report”
Step 3. Login to Degree Audit Report

You've requested a web page which requires a user login. Enter your OSU Internet Username (your "lastname.#") and password and click on the Login button.

Username: 
Password:  
Login

IMPORTANT: To protect your privacy, completely exit your web browser when finished.
Step 4. Choose to Run Your Default Program or ...

Note: If you don’t have a default program listed here, you can only run a What-If audit.
Select a “Whatif” Degree Program and “Submit a New Audit”

- Run Default Programs Listed:
  - College: ASC
  - Degree Program: ENGLISH-BAEED
  - Title: ENGLISH (PRE-EDUCATION OPTION)
  - Catalog Year: 20064

- Include Planned Courses: unchecked
- Exclude Planned Courses: unchecked
- IP Courses: unchecked

- Run Selected Program:
  - College: ASC - Arts and Sciences
  - Program: ASC
  - Plan: ACT SCI
  - Degree: B.A.
  - Degree Prog: ACTUARIAL SCIENCE, BACHELOR
  - Catalog Year: Current
The audit is currently processing your courses into the major requirements. This page might refresh several times before the finished audit appears on the screen.
Step 5. Click on the “Open Audit” Button to Open the Audit Report.
The following will open in a new window
Reading an Audit: Incomplete Requirements

B. QUANTITATIVE AND LOGICAL SKILLS (10 HOURS)

BASIC COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS
WI08 MATH 104 4.0 B

MATHEMATICAL AND LOGICAL ANALYSIS (4 - 5 HOURS)
SP04 MATH 415 5.0 A PROCESSED AS: MATH 415.01

- DATA ANALYSIS (5 HOURS)
(COURSES BELOW THE 200 LEVEL CAN NOT BE REUSED ON THE MAJOR.)
Reading an Audit: Complete Requirements

- **C. FOREIGN LANGUAGE**
  - AU08 CHINESE 101 5.0 C-
  - AU08 CHINESE 102 5.0 C-
  - AU08 CHINESE 210 5.0 A

- **A. NATURAL SCIENCE REQUIREMENT (15 HOURS)**
  - **BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES**
    - SU09 BIOLOGY 113 5.0 IP+I
  - **PHYSICAL SCIENCES**
    - AU04 EARTHSCI 100 5.0 B+  AU07 CHEM 101 5.0 D
  - **LABORATORY COURSE - COMPLETED**
  - **NATURAL SCIENCES SEQUENCE - COMPLETED**
    - SP08 CHEM 121 5.0 C  SU08 CHEM 122 5.0 C+
Missing coursework? Courses that don’t match anywhere will fall to the ‘bottom’

| COURSE WORK COUNTED TOWARD GRADUATION BUT NOT USED TOWARD A SPECIFIC GEC OR MAJOR REQUIREMENT |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| SU02 CHEM  G000.09 5.0 K       | WI06 HISTORY G000.02 5.0 K    |
| SU06 GERMAN  G000.03 5.0 K    | SU06 GERMAN  G000.04 5.0 K    |
| SU06 GERMAN  G000.05 6.0 K    | WI08 ART  160 5.0 A           |
| WI08 CHEM  124 5.0 A         | WI08 COMM  325 5.0 B-         |
| WI08 COMM  628 15.0 K RP     |
| WI08 MATH  151 5.0 B          | PROCESSED AS: MATH  151.01    |
| WI08 MATH  152 5.0 C          | PROCESSED AS: MATH  152.01    |
| WI08 MATH  153 15.0 C         | PROCESSED AS: MATH  153.01    |
| WI08 MATH  254 25.0 A-        | PROCESSED AS: MATH  254.01    |
| WI08 PHILOS  250 5.0 D        | WI08 POLIT SC  589 5.0 K      |
| WI08 POLIT SC  593 5.0 A      | SP08 CHEM  121 5.0 C           |
| SU08 HISTORY  151 5.0 A RP   | AU08 CHINESE  205 5.0 C-       |
Use the Menu at the Top of the Screen to Run Other Audits

IMPORTANT NOTE: YOU MUST CLOSE YOUR WEB BROWSER IN ORDER TO COMPLETELY EXIT FROM THIS APPLICATION